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N O T I C E

This report was prepared as an account of work sponsored by the United
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or assumes any legal liability or responsibility for the accuracy, complete-
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Abstract

This note summarizes the conductor distribution in a cos 6

dipole of 12-cm aperture (inner coil diameter). We include

calculated field shapes for the case of an infinite-g, iron

shield, and examine the multipoles introduced by random as well

as systematic errors in conductor location.

Magnet Geometry

A quadrant of the magnet cross section is shown in Fig. 1, which also

indicates the spacing of "inert" turns (black) in order to obtain the re-

quired ribbon distribution, and the iron shield. There are 87 conductors,

each 0.027 in. thick and 3/4 in. wide, arranged in groups of 21, 20, 17,

14, 10 and 5 turns, respectively. The gap between the coils and iron shield

is 0.175 in. Conductor locations and sizes are listed in Table I. Here

X and Y are the coordinates of the corner closest to the median plane of

each conductor, and cp is the tilt angle of a conductor with respect to the

median plane. In this geometry the midpoint of the base of each conductor,

of rectangular shape, is located on a circle of radius 6.0 cm. As usual

optimum conductor locations were obtained by small azimuthal displacements

of the conductors, thus cancelling the six leading Fourier coefficients in

the field distribution in the case of an infinite-|i, iron shield (located at

a radius of 8.35 cm). Therefore the wedges are not ail of the same size,

as was also the case in ISA-1 and ISA-2.

Field Distribution

In Fig. 2 are shown normalized fields and firsi and second field

derivatives versus radius on the median plane (again for the case of in-

finite-|j, iron) * The region of acceptable field homogeneity, in terms of

the criterion proposed by G. Parzen, ranges between 73% of the magnet aper-

ture with respect to the first derivative requirement

(± g*0.6 X10"3 in."1\ B dX
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and 65% with respect to the second derivative requirement

/I £* . Q-3 -2 \i r— ——z s i x lu in. ]
V Bo dX2 '

The "load line" for this magnet is 13.423 G/A for n «= »; with iron of finite

permeability approximately 3300 A are actually required to produce 40 kG.

Effect of Errors in Conductor Location

Sensitivity to random conductor displacements from the ideal positions

was investigated by moving all ribbons in a block (and in one quadrant only)

a uniform amount, radially or azimuthally, from which field errors due to rms

errors in all four quadrants were obtained. The results, in terms of induced

multipoles, are shown in Fig. 3 and compared with the corresponding multipoles

in the case of dipoles of 8 and 10 cm aperture (CRISP 73-2). These calculated

multipolas should probably be regarded as upper limits.

Failure to center the coils in the iron shield was explored by system*

atically displacing all conductors an equal amount horizontally or vertically.

In terms of harmonics, a horizontal displacement does not affect the even

harmonics b 2, b>, ... , but does introduce an odd in-phase quadrupole term
-3 ib l : bi ~ 0.07.'> x 10 in. per mil of displacement; a vertical displacement

produces a quadrupole term of the same magnitude but out of phase. Higher

induced odd harmonics are negligible.

Distr.: AADD Limited
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